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Abstract—Fine-grained image Classification is an important
task in computer vision. The main challenge of the task are
that intra-class similarity is large and that training data points
in each class are insufficient for training a deep neural network.
Intuitively, if we can learn more discriminative features and more
detailed features from fined-grained images, the classification
performance can be improved. Considering that channel atten-
tion can learn more discriminative features, spatial attention can
learn more detailed features, this paper proposes a new spatial
attention mechanism by modifying Squeeze-and-Excitation block,
and a new mixed attention by combining the channel attention
and the proposed spatial attention. Experimental results on two
small-sample fine-grained image classification datasets demon-
strate that on both VGG16 network and ResNet-50 network, the
proposed two attention mechanisms achieve good performance,
and outperform other referred fine-grained image classification
methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

With rapid development of deep learning, Convolutional

Neural Networks (CNNs) are widely used in the task of fine-

grained image classification which is to distinguish one sub-

ordinate categories from others among the same superordinate

category [1]. Fine-grained image classification based on CNNs

have obtained impressive performance either by replacing

hand-crafted features with CNN features or by adopting an

end-to-end fashion. However, there still exists big challenges

since intra-class similarity is large and training data points in

each class are insufficient in fine-grained images [2] [3] [4].

The works of fine-grained image classification based on

CNNs mainly focus on learning more subtle and more discrim-

inative features. Some works improved network structure [5],

[6], [4], some works proposed a new loss [3], and some works

improved fine-grained classification by introducing attention

mechanism [7], [8], [9]. The Attention Mechanisms in Neural

Networks are derived from the visual attention mechanism

found in humans. Human visual attention focuses on a certain

region of an image with “high resolution” while perceiving

the surrounding image in “low resolution”, and then adjusting

the focal point over time [10]. Fine-grained classification with

attention mechanism could learn more delicate difference than

other methods[11].

There are three types of attention mechanisms, e.g. channel

attention, such as the SE (Squeeze-and-Excitation) block [12]

, the spatial attention, such as the Spatial Transformer [13],

and mixed attention, such as two-level Attention Models [8]

and Recurrent attention model [10]. The channel attention

aims to learn more discriminative features. SE (Squeeze-

and-Excitation) block [12] is a classical channel attention

method, which focuses on the channel relationship and adap-

tively recalibrate channel-wise feature responses by explicitly

modeling interdependencies between channels. The spatial

attention aims to learn more detailed features. The Spatial

Transformer [13], a new learnable and differentiable module,

which explicitly allows the spatial manipulation of data and

can be inserted into existing convolutional architectures. The

method is conditional on the feature map itself and can learn

invariance to scale, rotation and so on. Residual Attention

Network [14] is built by stacking Attention Modules which

generate attention-aware features.

The mixed attention aims to learn more discriminative and

more detailed features simultaneously. Two-level Attention

Model [8] combines three types of attention: the bottom-up

attention, the object-level top-down attention, and the part-

level top-down attention, which are responsible for proposing

candidate patches, selecting relevant patches to a certain

object, and localizing discriminative parts, respectively, to

find object parts and extract discriminative features. Recurrent

attention model [10] is a recurrent neural network model that

is capable of extracting information from an image by adap-

tively selecting a sequence of regions or locations and only

processing the selected regions at high resolution. Compared

with convolutional neural networks, the model greatly reduces

the amount of computation.

Intuitively, if we can learn more discriminative features

and more detailed features from fined-grained images, the

classification performance can be improved. Therefore, this

paper builds on the existing mixed attention works, proposes

a new spatial attention mask by modifying Squeeze-and-

Excitation block, and a new mixed attention method by com-

bining the channel attention and the proposed spatial attention.

In order to evaluate the proposed two attention methods,

we use two widely used networks, VGG16 and ResNet-50,

and select two small-sample fine-grained image classification

datasets, the Stanford Cars-196 dataset and the FGVC-Aircraft
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dataset. Experimental results show that the proposed spatial

and mixed attention mechanisms achieve good performance,

and outperform other referred fine-grained image classification

methods.

II. PROPOSED THE MIXED ATTENTION

Attention mechanism can help the model to assign different

weights to different parts of input X, extract more critical

and more discriminative information, and make a model

do more accurate precision. At the same time, it does not

bring additional to the calculation and storage of the model.

In this section, we will simply introduce channel attention

mechanism, then propose a new spatial attention mechanism

by modifying Squeeze-and-Excitation block, and propose our

mixed attention mechanism which is based on these two

mechanisms.

A. Channel Attention

The channel attention mechanism [12] can be regarded as a

computational unit, which adds corresponding weight to each

channel in the output features of the convolution network,

making the neural network pays more attention to the channel

that can improve the classification results. Specifically, refer-

ring to Fig 1, in order to efficiently calculate channel weights,

[12] fetch an input image through a series of convolution

and pooling operation Ftr to obtain a feature map marked as

U = [u1, u2, ..., uc], which size is H ×W ×C, and then uses

function Fsq and Fec compute the channel-wise weights of U .

Here Fsq operation generates channel-wise statistic by using

global average pooling and Fec operation generates channel-

wise attention by using ReLU [15] activation function, two

fully connected (FC) layers and Sigmoid activation function.

Follow [12], through function Fscale can get channel attention

feature maps X̃c = [x̃1, x̃2, ..., x̃c]

x̃c = Fscale(uc, sc) = uc · sc, (1)

where sc represents the weight of each c channel.

Generating such weighted feature maps to train network

will make the classifier pays more attention to the information,

which is useful to the image classification results, and ignore

or weaken the irrelevant information.

B. Spatial Attention

Different from channel attention which mainly focuses on

what is meaningful in the input image, spatial attention mainly

focuses on some details. In order to calculate spatial attention,

we also need to use function Fsq and Fet to generate a group

of weights, here the function Fsq same with previous section,

and the function Fet replaces the last activation function of

function Fec with Softmax. Thus the sum of the weights

generated by Fex is one. Just like the channel attention

mechanism, the temp feature maps X̃t can be calculated by:

x̃t = Fscale(uc, sc) = uc · sc. (2)

Here X̃t = [x̃1, x̃2, ..., x̃C ], and sc = [s1, s2, ..., sC ] represents

a weight of c channel.

After the operation Fflat is finished, the feature maps are

flattened along channel direction, and the spatial attention

weights, V , is obtained. The spatial attention feature maps

X̃s are obtained by multiplying the spatial attention weights

with U . The function Fmul is defined as follows:

x̃s = Fmul(us,c, vs), (3)

where s ranges over all spatial positions and vs represents

a weight of one of the spatial positions, us,c represents the

feature on spatial position corresponding to each channel of

U .

C. Mixed Attention

Based on the channel attention mechanism and the proposed

new spatial attention mechanism, we propose a mixed atten-

tion mechanism, which combines two attention modules, e.g.

channel attention and spatial attention, and concatenates the

feature maps of the two attention modules.

The channel attention focuses on what the images show,

and the spatial attention focuses on the spatial information

of images, that is, where the objects in the images are.

Considering that both channel and spatial attention only learn

one aspect of the image, and both of them are crucial to image

classification, we propose a new mixed attention mechanism,

and the equation of the proposed mechanism is as follow:

X̃cs = Fcat(X̃c, X̃s), (4)

where Fcat represents concatenation operation of two feature

maps, X̃c and X̃s. After the operation Fcat, we use the

convolution operation Fmerge to get X̃ , a feature map with

the size of H ×W × C.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Datasets

The Stanford Cars-196 dataset[16] contains 16,185 images

of 196 classes of cars, and categories of this dataset are mainly

divided based on the brand, model and year of the car. The

dataset is split into 8,144 training images and 8,041 testing

images, in which each class is split roughly 50-50.

The FGVC-Aircraft dataset[17] contains 10,000 images of

aircraft, with 100 images for each of 100 different aircraft

model variants, most of which are airplanes. The image

resolution is about 1-2 Mpixels. Although images of the planes

were taken over a period of decades, their quality is still good.

In this paper, the FGVC-Aircraft dataset is split into 6,667

training images and 3,333 testing images. Both datasets are

suitable for small-sample fine-grained image classification.

Considering that the influence of feature quality on image

classification performance, we resize each image to 224×224,

before the images are fed into the neural network, and we

normalize the images. Meanwhile, we do not use part or

bounding box (BBox) annotations in the above two datasets.
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Fig. 1. Model architecture of the our mixed attention mechanism.

TABLE I
Comparison of our methods and recent results on

FGVC-Aircraft without extra annotation. SA-Ours: the
proposed spatial attention mechanism. MA-Ours: the
proposed mixed attention mechanism. The black-bold

number represents the best result.

Method Base Model Accuracy
BoT(+BBox)[19] VGG16 88.4

B-CNN[20] VGG16 84.1
Low-Rank B-CNN[21] VGG16 87.3
Kernel-Activation[21] VGG16 88.3

Kernel-Pooling[22] VGG16 86.9
SA-Ours VGG16 88.5
MA-Ours VGG16 88.6

Kernel-Pooling[22] ResNet-50 85.7
SA-Ours ResNet-50 87.1
MA-Ours ResNet-50 86.7

B. Implementation Details

Our experiment uses the publicly available deep network

VGG16 with batch normalization and ResNet-50 pre-trained

on the ImageNet dataset. Both VGG16 and ResNet-50 here

are publicly available from Pytorch [18].

For pre-trained VGG16, we replaced the classifier layer

trained on the ImageNet dataset with a randomly initialized

FC layer with a batch normalization layer, and an ELU layer

as the activation function. The numbers of the hidden nodes

were 512 for the Stanford Cars-196 dataset and the FGVC-

Aircraft dataset. A randomly initialized K-way softmax layer

was adopted, where K is the number of classes in the dataset.

For pre-trained ResNet-50, we removed the last global

average pool layer and FC layer in the ResNet-50 features,

and the changes to the classifier are the same as those made

on pre-trained VGG16 model.

We embedded channel attention module layer and spatial

attention module layer in the basic model respectively, which

also served as the comparison schemes of the proposed mecha-

nism. In terms of mixed attention model architecture, we added

channel attention module layer and spatial attention module

layer in the last layer of modified basic models, and channel

attention module, spatial attention module and VGG16 initial

learning rates is set to 0.1, 0.1, 0.01 respectively. The learning

rate decreases with cosine [23], the batch size is set to 32,

and the value of epoch set to 300. The loss function uses

the commonly used cross entropy loss. For pre-trained ReNet-

50, we also added channel and spatial attention layer, setting

the same parameters as those set on VGG16. Each of models

is trained on the Stanford Cars-196 dataset and the FGVC-

Aircraft dataset.

C. Classification Performance

In order to quantitatively analyze the performance of the

classification in this paper, the classification accuracy of test is

used as the performance measurement index of the experiment.

Table II shows that when trained with VGG16 model and

based on the Stanford Cars-196 dataset, the accuracy of

baseline, CA, SA-Ours and MA-Ours is 87.99%, 88.75%,

88.61% and 88.89% respectively. And on the FGVC-Aircraft

dataset, the accuracy of baseline, CA, SA-Ours and MA-Ours

is 86.50%, 86.98%, 88.51% and 88.63 % respectively. Among

them, no matter what kind of dataset, the accuracy of our

proposed two mechanisms are better than others.

The ResNet-50 model also shows the similar performance.

Obviously, both our mixed attention mechanism and our

spatial attention mechanism have a higher classification per-

formance than other mechanisms.

According to Fig 2 which is shown the classification accu-

racy and cross entropy loss on the Stanford Cars-196 dataset

trained with ResNet-50 model. When the epoch is greater than

30, the loss curve of our mixed attention is significantly lower

than the others, we can see that our test accuracy of mixed

attention also began to show a slight advantage. In addition

for our spatial attention, both loss and accuracy are slightly

better than baseline and channel attention.

Then, the comparisons with the recent results trained with

the FGVC-Aircraft dataset are also presented in Table I.

Several methods that performed well on this dataset are

the BoT(+BBox) method (with accuracy 88.4%) and the B-
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Fig. 2. The loss and accuracy obtained by ResNet-50 with channel attention, ResNet-50 with the proposed spatial attention and ResNet-50 with the proposed
mixed attention on the Stanford Cars-196 dataset.

TABLE II
The test accuracy on the Stanford Cars-196 dataset and the

FGVC-Aircraft dataset based on the VGG16 and the ResNet-50
model respectively. Base Model: publicly available the VGG16

with batch normalization and ResNet-50 network pre-trained on the
ImageNet dataset. Baseline: base model. CA: base model with

channel attention mechanism [12]. SA-Ours: base model with the
proposed spatial attention mechanism. MA-Ours: base model with

the proposed mixed attention mechanism.

Dataset Stanford Cars-196 FGVC-Aircraft

Base Model VGG16 ResNet-50 VGG16 ResNet-50

Baseline 87.9866 88.1358 86.4986 86.8887

CA 88.7452 88.2850 86.9787 86.8287

SA-Ours 88.6084 88.4218 88.5089 87.1587

MA-Ours 88.8944 88.7949 88.6289 87.0987

CNN method (with accuracy 84.1%). No matter what kind of

base model, our spatial attention mechanism and our mixed

attention mechanism all achieve the best accuracy (spatial

attention mechanism is 88.5% and mixed attention mechanism

is 88.6% based on pre-trained VGG16 model) among all the

referred methods.

D. Ablation Study

Since the proposed mechanism is a combination of the out-

put features of channel attention module and our spatial atten-

tion module, in order to prove the classification effectiveness

of the mechanism we proposed, we simply removed spatial

attention module and channel attention module respectively

and conducted two groups of experiments as the comparative

ablation experiments with our mixed attention mechanism.

In other words, the CA experiment refers to the ablation

experiment after removing the spatial attention module from

our mechanism, the SA-Ours experiment refers to the ablation

experiment after removing the channel attention module. And

baseline method refers to the base model without any attention

mechanism.

As show in Fig 2, for pre-trained VGG16 model, the

accuracy curves of both modified channel attention and our

spatial attention are slightly lower than those of the our

mixed attention. As shown in Table I, on the Stanford Cars-

196 dataset, the accuracy of MA-Ours is 88.89%, which is

0.90% higher than baseline and 0.14% higher than CA and

0.28% higher than SA-Ours. On the FGVC-Aircraft dataset,

the accuracy of MA-Ours is 88.63%, which is 2.13% higher

than baseline and 1.65% higher than CA and 0.12% higher

than SA-Ours. The similar improvement could be found when
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Fig. 3. Visualization of the energy distribution of feature maps.

the pre-trained ResNet-50 model is well.

E. Discussion

From the experimental results on the Stanford Cars-196

dataset, compared with basic VGG16, channel attention and

spatial attention mechanism, the proposed mixed attention

mechanism has batter performance. During the training pro-

cess, back propagation of network can influence the feature

map obtained by the convolution layer. By drawing the

heatmap of the feature map obtained after network training,

we can understand which parts of the image play a key role

in the image classification, and at the same time locate the

position of objects in the image. As shown in Fig 3, compared

with heatmaps of other methods, the proposed mechanism can

capture more discriminative regions of images.

Hence, in order to determine whether the feature map

obtained by network which we proposed is effective in cor-

responding image classification, it is necessary to draw the

heatmap of the high-level part feature. Firstly, we trained

modified VGG16 network on the Stanford Cars-196 dataset,

and then input images into the trained network to extract the

highest-level feature map of VGG16 model for visualization.

As can be seen from Fig 3, in the last column, when trained

with our mixed attention module, the energy distribution of

heatmaps was mostly focused on key parts such as car lights.

Therefore, after our mixed attention module training, the

energy distribution is refined and has significantly beneficial

discrimination on the feature maps.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a new spatial attention and mixed

attention mechanism for improving the performance of the

fine-grained images classification. The mechanism combined

channel attention features and spatial attention features as the

whole feature representation of images. Experimental results

on the Stanford Cars-196 dataset and the FGVC-Aircraft

dataset show the effectiveness of proposed attention mecha-

nism, and confirmed the network with the proposed attention

mechanisms can obtain better classification performance.
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